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A B S T R A C T

The role of speculation in the commodities market is still controversial. While several studies use
linear models of causality to explain the relationship between speculation and price movements,
there is a gap regarding the application of these analyses to detect causality. We compare linear
and nonlinear methodologies to analyze whether speculation affects commodities’ price or if
speculators are trend-followers, not only in the bullish market but also in the bearish one. The
results suggest that there is no pattern in the cause and effect relationship, so even more so-
phisticated models are not capable of capturing causal effects.
1. Introduction

From early 2000 onward, the commodities market underwent a profound transformation. Many participants entered the market to
diversify their investments. Irwin and Sanders (2011) point out that more than US$ 100 billion of new resources entered this market
from 2004 to 2008, which was referred to as the financialization of the commodities market. Coincidentally, commodity prices
exploded. Cheng and Xiong (2014) show that the WTI price reached US$ 150 per barrel. Likewise, food prices also increased, which we
had not observed since the 1970s (Carter, Rausser,& Smith, 2011; FAO, 2008). Based on these trends, a series of studies by international
agencies, academics and even international agencies examined the role of speculation in raising commodity prices (International
Monetary Fund, 2008; Irwin & Sanders, 2011; Irwin & Sanders et al., 2009). Index funds were the first source blamed for the price
distortion, and international organizations were publicly exposed. For example, Irwin et al. (2011) cite a report from the US Senate
subcommittee pointing to the Commodity Index Traders (CIT) as responsible for raising prices on wheat futures contracts.

Some researchers found it difficult to establish a causality between the position of speculative funds and the level of commodity
prices. Many of these studies use the Granger Causality (GC) test. However, this test has several limitations (de Oliveira, Cunha, Cyrino
Oliveira, & Samanez, 2017). Hiemstra and Jones (1994) point out that although the test has the power to show causality in linear
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relations, it does not offer the same efficiency in nonlinear relations. Grosche (2014) points out limitations in this type of analysis,
arguing that a review of these studies demonstrates that the findings are inconclusive. Sanders and Irwin (2017) also identify some
criticisms of GC tests, such as a low-power test in volatile commodity futures markets, efficient markets with restricted information, and
lack of conditioning variables within models. Given the restrictions in current models, would models that overcome these limitations
capture these relationships better?

In this study, we examine the influence of CIT positions and excessive speculation measured by the T index of speculation following
Working (1960) on agricultural commodity prices. We use weekly data from the Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) for
the period between 2006 and 2018. We apply linear and nonlinear models of causality to determine whether the speculative perfor-
mance in the agricultural commodities market actually generated changes in prices using these different econometric approaches. We
employ the classical causality model (Granger, 1969) by assuming the first differences of the series. Next, we test the existence of
causality using Toda and Yamamoto’s (1995) methodology, which deals with the possibility of cointegration between the variables
better. Finally, we employ Diks and Panchenko’s (2005, 2006) nonlinear model, which tests non-parametric causality. After running the
tests, we use filters to control heteroscedasticity with multivariate GARCH models, specifically for nonlinear causality and the Granger
GARCH-BEKK tests (Baba, Engle, Kraft, & Kroner, 1990; Bollerslev, Engle, & Wooldridge, 1988; Engle & Kroner, 1995).

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses the literature on the relationship between speculation and price changes. One
group finds evidence of a relationship between speculation and prices, while another group finds no evidence of causality. Section 3
describes the data and the proxy for speculation. Section 4 presents the econometric methodology to test the causal relationships be-
tween the variables. Section 5 presents and discusses the model results. Section 6 concludes and offers suggestions for future research.

2. Literature review

Prior research addresses the causal relationship between index funds and commodity prices. Thus, Irwin and Sanders (2012) call the
hypothesis that long-only index investments were the principal causal agents of a hike in future commodity prices the master hypothesis.
The authors test the hypothesis using the GCmethod, but find no evidence to support this proposition. A significant part of the literature
finds no evidence or a limited relationship (Aulerich, Irwin, & Garcia, 2013; Bohl, Javed, & Stephan, 2012; Capelle-Blancard & Cou-
libaly, 2011; Gilbert, 2010; Gilbert & Pfuderer, 2014, pp. 122–148; Irwin, 2013; Irwin, Sanders, & Merrin, 2016; Lehecka, 2015;
Vercammen & Doroudian, 2014), which is inconsistent with the master hypothesis.

Thus, some studies examine this hypothesis in a similar way and employ the GC test with different approaches. For example, Aulerich
et al. (2013) test the GC between the change in the long position of the CIT and the return on the futures contract of the closest screen.
The authors test two distinct periods, from 2004 to 2005 and from 2006 to 2008, to allow the rolled positions to appear in the sample.
However, they could not prove any relationship between speculation and price variation. Gilbert (2010) also finds no causality between
speculation (referred to as non-commercial) and returns on commodity prices such as corn, soybeans, and oats. Gilbert and Pfuderer
(2014, pp. 122–148) expand the role of agricultural commodities to include markets with lower liquidity such as the live cattle market
and lean hogs. They reach a similar conclusion, even for markets with lower liquidity. Capelle-Blancard and Coulibaly (2011) innovated
the test using a seemingly unrelated regression system, which permits a test of causality that accounts for the correlation between different
markets. The result shows that, between 2006 and 2010, index funds were not responsible for the increase in agricultural commodity
prices. Lehecka (2015) employs the causality test using the Toda and Yamamoto model for different measures of speculation and shows
that the results are not very useful in explaining the behavior of prices in the face of the speculative pressure, or pressure by hedgers.

Some other show that speculation did not cause the market bubble in agricultural commodities (Bohl et al., 2012; Irwin et al., 2016,
2009; Lancaster, 1989; Sandersrs& Irwin, 2011; Vercammen& Doroudian, 2014). On the contrary, the performance of the funds can be
seen as beneficial to the financial market, as it generates liquidity and can reduce market volatility. Thus, Brunetti, Büyükşahin, and
Harris (2016) argue that the increase in speculative positions in the commodities market is benign because investors can help reduce
volatility by taking positions contrary to hedgers. Another advantage Irwin et al. (2011) point out is that the expansion of speculative
activity in the commodity market may reduce the risk premium and, consequently, the cost of hedging.

However, the literature is not unanimous on the benefits of speculative funds in the commodity market. Some researchers show that
such funds may not only trigger an increase in commodity prices, but also increase volatility. Robles, Torero, and Braun (2009) use the
spot prices of agricultural commodities (wheat, corn, rice, and soy) supplied by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations and five variables as proxies for speculation. The GC test shows that speculative activities may influence the prices of these
commodities, which may have negative consequences in terms of dealing with hunger in underdeveloped countries. Gutierrez (2013)
finds evidence that commodity prices deviated from their equilibrium price from 2007 to 2008. The author uses the bootstrapmethod to
compute the sample probability distribution, whose alternative hypothesis is located in the right part of the distribution. The author then
uses the unit root test, which determines the explosive part of the statistical test. The author finds that the first sign of the deviation in the
wheat market was in August 2007, followed by corn shortly thereafter in February of 2008.

Although some authors reach different conclusions, some criticize the methods applied in these studies. Grosche (2014) exposes
certain limitations: (i) the failure to consider the informational efficiency of the markets, the variation of time, and the response to the
effects of the bounded rationality of the different trading strategies; and (ii) limitations in the CFTC’s data, which they disclose only
weekly, and causality, in the sense that price relative to speculative funds does not necessarily mean that funds follow prices (trend
followers). The study recommends the use of multivariate models (vector autoregressive, or VAR) as well as nonlinear models of cau-
sality. In this sense, Sanders and Irwin (2017) also acknowledge the limitations of GC tests. To address criticisms of GC, the authors apply
a time-series correlation between the Supplemental Commitments of Traders report (SCOT) and nearby futures returns, as well as a
cross-section correlation between the Index Investment Data report (IID) and nearby futures returns. The results show a positive
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correlation between changes in SCOT and nearby futures returns, mainly in years that were not bubble-like. Moreover, shifts in SCOT
index position did not coincide with changes in price. The authors also tested the correlation between SCOT index positions and daily
market returns. Results show no correlation between index positions and daily market returns. Cross-sectional analysis of IID
buy-positions and market returns fails to provide evidence of a relationship, even controlling for other macroeconomic variables.

Baek and Brock (1992) show that linear causality tests have little power to detect nonlinear relationships over time. Thus, some
studies improve the analysis from non-parametric econometric tests. Hiemstra and Jones (1994) modify the Baek and Brock version by
relaxing the hypothesis that the time series is independent and identically distributed (iid) to test the dynamic relationships. Diks and
Panchenko (2006) refine the Hiemstra and Jones test to overcome the possibility of spurious rejection of the null hypothesis. Another
limitation is the possibility of cointegration effects in the causality tests in linear and nonlinear series. Bekiros and Diks (2008a,b)
investigate the relationship between the spot market and the future WTI market empirically, and find that even after applying appro-
priate models in the BEKK-GARCH family to control conditional heteroscedasticity, the nonlinear relationship persists in some cases,
while the linear relationship disappears after filtering.

Therefore, the hypothesis that speculation causes a price increase requires further investigation in the light of the more sophisticated
models presented in recent work.

3. Data

3.1. Commodities prices and the CIT position

We collected the futures prices of ten agricultural commodities: corn, cattle (feeder cattle and live cattle), lean hog, soybeans, and
wheat from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), and coffee, cocoa, and sugar from ICE Futures, US, in New York. The prices refer to
the contracts of the first active screen of the exchanges.

We use the CIT position for testing the Masters Hypothesis. It is worth noting that depending on the purpose of the speculative
hypothesis, a different measure should be applied. That is, Etienne, Irwin, and Garcia (2018) provide sharp distinctions between
speculative measures, such as Index Investments, non-commercial activities, Working’s T index, and the ESV Index. According to the
authors, CIT net position is used to test theMasters Hypothesis whether the net long position can cause a spike in agricultural commodity
prices. Working’s T index reflects the excess of speculation relative to hedging movements, which could impact the agricultural futures
prices.

The CFTC began releasing this report as a supplement to the Commitments of Traders (COT) in 2007 for only twelve agricultural
commodities. In this supplement, CFTC removed the positions of the index traders from the non-commercial and commercial positions
and separated them by category: CIT long and short. CFTC also removedmanaged funds, pension funds, and other institutional investors
which seek exposure in commodity markets as an asset class, from the position of non-commercials. Over-the-counter (OTC) hedge
funds, such as swap dealers, are drawn from the position of the commercials. Sanders, Irwin, and Merrin (2010) show that 85% of the
index trader ‘s position came from the long commercial category of the COT report. The authors argue that most of the long-only index
positions initially trade in the OTC markets, then re-enter into futures markets to hedge their exposures through swap dealers (com-
mercial and investments banks).

Even with the improvement in the classification of traders in this new report (SCOT), the CFTC itself warns about possible failures in
the classification procedure (CFTC, 2008). Another limitation in the publication is the data horizon, which starts only from 2007. Irwin
(2013) points out that the three years prior to 2007, massive fund positions received training. In this case, between 2004 and 2006, there
was a rapid increase in the CIT, with index traders’ long positions almost tripling in the corn and wheat market. The author also shows
that the commodity boom in 2007–2008 may be only a coincidence, since the greatest pressure on CIT positions was in 2004–2006.

Despite its limitations, the SCOT report provides a useful proxy for the position of index traders, as Irwin and Sanders (2012) point
out, since the errors associated with the report are small and still reflect the behaviors of index traders in the future agricultural
commodities market.

3.2. Speculative proxies

Widely used in the literature, the T index proposed by Working (1960) measures the excess of speculation in the market. The
measure captures the excess of speculative positions in relation to hedge positions. The index is calculated as

T ¼

8>><
>>:

1þ SS
HLþ HS

; if HS > HL; or

1þ SL
HLþ HS

; if HS < HL

; (1)

where SL and SS are the Long Position and Short Position, respectively, while HL and HS are the positions hedgers bought and sold. The
minimum value is 1, so the excess beyond 1 reflects the level of speculation that hedgers did not absorb.

Also, we use long and short CIT positions and analyze each separately. The master hypothesis is that the pressure of purchased funds
created a bubble in the commodity market and had its apex in 2006–2008 (the price of sugar had its bubble afterwards, in 2010–2011).
However, some commodities fell over time, as Fig. 1 shows. Thus, we include the CIT short position to analyze whether there was
pressure on the movement of commodities separately. Our sample period runs from the beginning of the data provided in the SCOT
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Fig. 1. Commodity prices. The graphs show future commodity prices for the period between 2006 and 2007 and 2018. For each commodity, the
contracts are measured on different scales: Cocoa – 10 metric tons; Cotton – 50,000 pounds; Coffee – 37,500 pounds; Sugar – 112,000 pounds; Feeder
Cattle – 50,000 pounds; Lean Hogs – 40,000 pounds; Live Cattle – 40,000 pounds; Corn - 5000 bushels; soybean – 5000 bushels; wheat – 5000
bushels. Source: Bloomberg.
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report (2006 and 2007) until 2018.
Table 1 (panels A, B, C, and D) presents the descriptive statistics. The series are all non-stationary according to the Augmented

Dickey–Fuller tests (measured by constant and constant plus intercept) for all data. In panel A of Table 1, the prices are transformed into
log-return ri ¼ lnPt � lnPt�1. We see excess of kurtosis for the price series exhibiting heavy (leptokurtic) tails. We find negative
asymmetry in more than half of the series. In Panel B, we analyze the T index, which shows no negative asymmetry for any commodity,
though we find excess kurtosis in all series. To detect the null hypothesis of normality, we apply the Jarque–Bera test, and thus reject the
null hypothesis of normality for all commodities, both prices and positions, using the speculation index. Panels C and D show the log of
the return of the positions of funds bought and sold.

With current data and a broader window, we may observe that prices returned to the prevailing levels prior to the 2008 bubble.
Therefore, an up-to-date analysis of the relationship between speculation and commodity prices is important in terms of the other
studies of the topic.

4. Methodology

4.1. Granger Causality (GC)

GC, much used in the empirical literature, analyzes the dependency relationship between variables over time (Granger, 1980). Irwin
(2013), who published several studies on this subject using this model, argues that it is already established that the results of GC tests
should be interpreted with caution. For example, he cites studies that state that rejecting the null hypothesis of Granger’s causation may
not reflect a true causal relationship between x and y, but rather, the omission of variable z, which is the cause of both x and y.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics and unit root (price series).

Mean Median Max Min Std. Dev. Skewness Kurtosis J-B Obs DF (c.) DF (ct)

Panel A: Return on prices (Pt)
Cocoa 0.000 0.002 0.154 �0.124 0.041 0.488 4.236 124.590*** 1206 �9.201*** �9.200***
Cotton 0.000 0.002 0.162 �0.145 0.040 �0.192 4.153 35.777*** 581 �23.653*** �23.637***
Feeder Cattle 0.000 0.002 0.096 �0.120 0.024 �0.374 4.469 75.589*** 668 �25.756*** �25.737***
Lean Hogs – �0.001 0.205 �0.224 0.047 0.231 6.975 445.795*** 668 �25.708*** �25.706***
Live Cattle 0.000 0.001 0.093 �0.110 0.024 �0.192 4.542 70.296*** 668 �27.769*** �27.751***
Coffee 0.000 �0.000 0.177 �0.145 0.044 0.082 3.663 11.294*** 581 �24.279*** �24.278***
Corn 0.001 0.002 0.233 �0.256 0.044 �0.179 6.869 420.143*** 668 �27.243*** �27.292***
Soybean 0.000 0.002 0.120 �0.200 0.035 �0.528 5.300 178.291*** 668 �26.867*** �26.941***
Sugar 0.001 �0.001 0.171 �0.230 0.050 �0.101 4.370 46.431*** 581 �25.850*** �25.889***
Wheat 0.001 - 0.002 0.169 �0.176 0.047 0.214 3.720 19.508*** 668 �26.529*** �26.542***
Panel B: Speculation index (T)
Cocoa 1.197 1.161 2.048 1.017 0.139 2.222 9.793 3311.146*** 1206 �5.778*** �6.375***
Cotton 1.111 1.070 1.569 1.011 0.097 1.762 6.786 648.722 *** 581 �4.660*** �4.715***
Feeder Cattle 1.421 1.396 2.729 1.052 0.215 1.484 7.711 864.163*** 668 �6.159*** �6.314***
Lean Hogs 1.269 1.223 1.927 1.028 0.166 1.079 3.990 157.130*** 668 �4.638*** �4.634***
Live Cattle 1.178 1.165 1.407 1.036 0.095 0.418 2.061 44.107*** 669 �4.420*** �4.561***
Coffee 1.183 1.157 1.553 1.028 0.128 1.128 3.642 133.473*** 581 �4.008*** �4.227***
Corn 1.167 1.138 1.453 1.032 0.110 0.816 2.562 79.624*** 668 �3.972*** �5.293***
Soybean 1.131 1.105 1.472 1.034 0.080 1.308 4.736 274.903*** 668 �4.718*** �4.761***
Sugar 1.135 1.082 1.430 1.005 0.117 0.733 2.129 70.467*** 581 �3.047** �3.857**
Wheat 1.419 1.379 1.993 1.091 0.202 0.602 2.389 50.803*** 668 �3.866*** �4.191***
Panel C: Long position of the index traders
Cocoa 0.001 0.004 2.155 �2.078 0.137 �1.597 157.966 1,206,244.168*** 1205 �34.643*** �34.632***
Cotton 0.000 0.000 0.110 �0.122 0.028 �0.426 5.544 174.172*** 581 �21.597*** �21.645***
Feeder Cattle 0.002 0.003 0.161 �0.157 0.043 �0.178 4.508 66.783*** 668 �24.856*** �24.84877***
Lean Hogs 0.001 0.002 0.127 �0.265 0.028 �1.060 16.908 5508.944*** 668 �22.947*** �22.932***
Live Cattle 0.001 0.002 0.078 �0.116 0.021 �0.350 6.555 365.488*** 668 �9.904*** �9.880***
Coffee 0.001 0.001 0.166 �0.260 0.033 �0.503 12.849 2372.528*** 581 �20.448*** �20.448***
Corn 0.001 0.002 0.154 �0.129 0.026 �0.167 8.000 699.013*** 668 �23.659*** �23.657***
Soybean 0.001 0.003 0.139 �0.140 0.029 �0.582 7.116 509.242*** 668 �22.523*** �22.514***
Sugar 0.000 0.001 0.101 �0.094 0.025 �0.138 5.248 124.230*** 581 �20.017*** �19.999***
Wheat �0.001 0.002 0.181 �0.843 0.057 �8.419 121.310 397,480.074*** 668 �25.531*** �25.51953***
Painel D: Short position of the index traders
Cocoa 0.004 0.014 18.975 �18.534 1.103 0.235 241.980 2,867,485.111*** 1205 �21.582*** �21.575***
Cotton 0.003 0.020 1.773 �1.206 0.270 �0.718 9.841 1182.794*** 581 �19.868*** �19.855***
Feeder Cattle 0.002 0.000 18.980 �19.787 2.755 �0.386 37.240 32,647.828*** 668 �6.304*** �6.323***
Lean Hogs 0.006 0.001 18.159 �16.524 1.529 0.872 94.043 230,790.975*** 668 �13.045*** �13.120***
Live Cattle 0.003 0.014 16.013 �20.699 1.112 �5.113 245.346 1,637,601.370*** 668 �20.928*** �20.912***
Coffee 0.007 0.018 1.438 �1.919 0.245 �0.795 16.572 4520.386*** 581 �20.787*** �20.770***
Corn 0.003 0.021 0.927 �1.630 0.182 �2.058 18.938 7541.748*** 668 �26.693*** �20.315***
Soybean 0.004 0.013 1.436 �0.952 0.189 �0.330 12.627 2591.544*** 668 �26.074*** �26.055***
Sugar 0.001 0.015 0.438 �0.708 0.136 �1.295 7.353 621.138*** 581 �18.350*** �18.335***
Wheat 0.003 0.008 1.241 �1.687 0.199 �0.605 16.348 5000.014*** 668 �19.160*** �19.193***

Notes: Descriptive statistics on the weekly observations of 10 commodities presented between 2006 and 2007 and 2018. The log-returns of the series prices ðri ¼ lnPt �lnPt�1Þ of commodities in the Chicago
(CME) or New York (ICE Futures US) exchanges are source from the Bloomberg platform. *, **, and *** show significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. Augmented Dickey–Fuller (DF) tests
were applied, as measured by the constant (DF c.) and the (DF ct) intercept.
Notes: Descriptive statistics on the weekly observations of 10 commodities presented between 2006 and 2007 and 2018 in terms of the index of speculation (T). *, **, and *** show significance at the 10%,
5%, and 1% level, respectively. Augmented DF tests were applied, as measured by the constant (DF c.) and the (DF ct) intercept.
Notes: Descriptive statistics on the weekly observations of 10 commodities presented between 2006 and 2007 and 2018, in terms of the returns of the long positions of the index traders (CIT). *, **, and ***
show significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. Augmented DF tests were applied, as measured by the constant (DF c.) and the (DF ct) intercept.
Notes: Descriptive statistics on the weekly observations of 10 commodities presented between 2006 and 2007 and 2018. The returns on the sell positions of the index traders’ (CIT) are presented. *, **, and
*** show significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. Augmented DF tests were applied, as measured by the constant (DF c.) and the (DF ct) intercept.
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4.2. Augmented Granger-causality test

The GC test was modified over time to capture the dynamics of the cointegration relationship in time series using the VAR model.
Thus, Granger (1980) shows that in some cases, the test does not detect causal relationship when the series are cointegrated. Engle and
Granger (1987) point out that if variables x and y are non-stationary and cointegrated, then this could invalidate the test. To address the
problems of cointegration and unit roots, Sims, Stock, andWWatson (1990) show that a system that includes a unit root and using a VAR
model to test constraints on coefficients does not apply to different orders of integration. Thus, Toda and Yamamoto (1995) propose a
solution that deals with the problem of stationarity and cointegration. Their model guarantees that the chi-square (Х) distribution is
asymptotic (modified Wald statistical test). The procedure is to determine the optimal lag (k) based on some criterion, such as (Akaike,
1974) Akaike (1974) (b) and (Schwarz, 1978) Schwarz (1978) (Bayesian information criteria); the order (k þ dmax) is estimated, where
d is the maximum order of integration of the model

Yt ¼αþ
Xhþd

i¼1

βiYt�i þ
Xkþd

i¼1

γjXt�j þ uyt (2)

Xt ¼ αþ
Xhþd

i¼1

θiYt�i þ
Xkþd

i¼1

δjXt�j þ uxt ; (3)

where h and k are the lag lengths of Yt and Xt ; ut ’s are the assumed error terms as white noise. The estimation of VAR (k þ d) makes it
possible for the Х 2 distribution of the Wald test with k degrees of freedom to be admitted. Thus, the lag length of the model should be
smaller than the integration order.

4.3. Nonlinear causality - Diks and Panchenko (Diks & Panchenko, 2006)

Nonlinear models of causality are more common in the literature. The traditional GC model has little power to detect the nonlinear
behavior of variables (persistence or structural breaks, for example). Hiemstra and Jones (1994) modified Baek and Brock’s (1992)
model, which relaxes the hypothesis that the series are iid, allowing the series to show weak temporal dependence. Diks and Panchenko
(2005) present a non-parametric test for Granger non-causality that avoids spurious rejection of the null hypothesis.

In the design of a bivariate test, the null hypothesis that past observations of fXtg do not contain additional information on Yt þ1 is
reformulated by Diks and Panchenko (2006) in terms of marginal distributions, as follows:

H0 :
fX;Y ;Zðx; y; zÞ

fY ðyÞ ¼ fX;Yðx; yÞ
fYðyÞ � fY ;Zðy; zÞ

fY ðyÞ
For simplicity, the authors consider Zt ¼ Yt þ1 and remove the time indices t. Thus, for each fixed value of y, X and Z are condi-

tionally independent in Y ¼ y. Thus, they show that another way of writing the null hypothesis is:

q�E
�
fX;Y ;ZðX; Y ;ZÞ fYðYÞ� fX;YðX; YÞ fY ;ZðY ; ZÞ

� ¼ 0

Next, taking bf W ðWiÞ as a local density estimate of a random vector dW - variate W in Wi, defined by bf W ðWiÞ ¼ ð2εnÞ�dW

n�1

P
jj 6¼i

IWij , where

IWij ¼ IðWi � Wj < εnÞ, Ið�Þ is the indicator function (that takes a value of 1 when true and null when false) and εn is the bandwidth
parameter dependent on n (number of observations in the series); the Diks and Panchenko (2006) statistic test is:

TnðεnÞ¼ n� 1
nðn� 2Þ

X
i

�bf X;Z;YðXi; Zi;YiÞbf Y ðYiÞ�bf X;YðXi;YiÞbf Y ;ZðYi; ZiÞ
�

In the case of a bivariate test, the test is consistent; its power of rejection of a null hypothesis that is actually false tends to 1 (100%) as
the amount of available data increases when εn ¼ Cn�β, where C is a positive constant and β 2 ð1 =4; 1 =3Þ. The asymptotic distribution
to the normal pattern, in turn, is guaranteed in the absence of dependence between the Wi vectors. However, in a time series context,
the authors demonstrate that asymptotic normality is guaranteed for weakly dependent data as long as the covariance between local
density estimators is taken into account. The proof for this asymptotic property is developed under the “mixing” conditions of Denker
and Keller (1983). In practice, we assume that taking εn ¼ Cn�β, with C being a positive constant and β 2 ð1 =4; 1 =3Þ, we have:

ffiffiffi
n

p ðTnðεnÞ � qÞ
Sn

→
D
Nð0; 1Þ ;

where →
D
denotes convergence in the distribution and Sn is the estimator of the asymptotic variance of Tn.

Regarding the choice of εn, the bandwidth is optimal, in the sense of providing an estimator Tn with the smallest (Mean Squared Error,
or MSE).

εn ¼Cn�2=7
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For practical applications, however, Diks and Panchenko (2006) recommend a truncation, as follows:

εn ¼min
�
Cn�2=7; 1:5

�

that is, the value of εn is truncated to hold the maximum at 1.5 to avoid obtaining very large bandwidth values in the case of a small
number of available observations (n) for the series. In our study, we choose a conservative value and use εn ¼ 1, in line with other
studies (Andreasson, Bekiros, Nguyen, & Uddin, 2016; S. D.; Bekiros & Diks, 2008b).

5. Results

Considering the approaches described, we present the results of the linear and nonlinear tests for each of the variables, the T index of
speculation, and the long and short positions of the CITs below. The following tables show the relationships investigated.

Table 2 presents the results of the Toda and Yamamoto (Toda & Yamamoto, 1995) method before and after the filtering to control
conditional heteroscedasticity.

Even with the versatility of the models, heteroscedasticity can affect the series. Thus, we use the equations using ARCH family filters.
We find a characteristic behavior in the financial market when periods of high volatility are preceded by low volatility, and vice versa.
Thus, the ARCH family models can better capture this stylized fact; the variance of the present error term is related to the size of the error
of the previous period. We can test the conditional distribution of the error term using the normal distribution (Gaussian), Student’s t,
and the generalized error distribution. The choice of the best model is given by the statistical significance of the parameters and the
values of information criteria, such as AIC and Bayesian Information Criterion.

The results in Table 2 indicate that there is no causal relationship between the funds and speculation towards the price in most
commodities. However, the CIT sell position for sugar and wheat point to causality, in the direction of price; that is, the sell position may
have influenced prices.

Note: Toda-Yamamoto procedure (Modified Wald statistics). Commodity (X) → Price (Y) denotes the position of CITs, and Granger
speculation (T) does not cause price, or vice versa. *, **, and *** show significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. The
“GARCH filtered residuals” column shows the results of the TY procedure using the residuals filtered by appropriate GARCH models. The
size of lags was determined by the BIC and AIC criteria, with a maximum of 6 lags.

The choice of the lead-lag plays an important role in the application of causality tests. In Tables 2 and 3 (Standard Granger), to
determine the optimal number of lags of the bivariate VAR, the number of lags is set to 6 by means of some AIC or BIC (in this case, we
choose it by the smallest number of lags for parsimony).

Note: Granger causality test. Commodity (X)→ Price (Y) denotes position of CITs, and Granger speculation (T) does not cause price,
or vice versa. *, **, and *** show significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. The column BEKK Filter shows the residuals of
VAR filtered using the BEKK method. Size of lag was determined by the BIC and AIC levels, with a maximum of 6 lags.

Table 3 shows the results of the GC test using bivariate VAR. Next, we filter the residuals using the BEKK-CARCHmultivariate model.
A formulation that can be viewed as a restricted version of the VECH model is a specific parameterization of the multivariate GARCH
model defined in Engle and Kroner (1995). This formulation is called BEKK, an acronym that stands for Baba, Engle, Kraft and Kroner
(Baba et al., 1990), in line with recent studies on nonlinear causality (Andreasson et al., 2016; S. D.; Bekiros& Diks, 2008a), and has the
following form:
Table 2
TY causality.

Toda Yamamoto Causality GARCH filtered residuals

Commodities CIT_L CIT_S T CIT_L CIT_S T
Coccoa→ Price – – – – – –

Price→ Coccoa – * – *** – –

Cotton→Price – – – – – –

Price→Cotton – – – ** * –

Feeder Cattle→ Price – – – – *** –

Price→ Feeder Cattle – – *** – *** ***
Lean Hogs→Price ** – – – – –

Price→ Lean Hogs – – *** – – –

Live Cattle→Price – – – – ** –

Price→ Live Cattle *** – *** *** – –

Coffee→ Price – – – – – –

Price→ Coffee – – *** – *** –

Corn→ Price – – – * – –

Price→Corn * * *** * – –

Soybean→ Price – – – – – –

Price→ Soybean *** – * *** *** –

Sugar→Price * ** – – ** –

Price→ Sugar – – *** – – –

Wheat→ Price – *** – – *** –

Price→ Wheat – – *** – – –
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Table 3
Granger standard causality (Wald-Granger).

Granger-Wald (VAR) BEKK-GARCH Filtered Residuals

Commodities CIT_L CIT_S T CIT_L CIT_S T
Cocoa→ Price – – – – – –

Price→ Cocoa – * – ** * ***
Cotton→Price – – – – – –

Price→Cotton ** – – ** – –

Feeder Cattle→ Price – – – * * –

Price→ Feeder Cattle – – *** – – ***
Lean Hogs→Price ** – – *** – **
Price→ Lean Hogs – – *** * ** ***
Live Cattle→Price – – – – *** *
Price→ Live Cattle ** – *** *** – ***
Coffee→ Price – – – – – –

Price→ Coffee – – *** – – ***
Corn→ Price – – – * – –

Price→Corn – * *** – – –

Soybean→ Price – – – – – **
Price→ Soybean *** – * ** – **
Sugar→Price – * – – ** **
Price→ Sugar – – *** – – –

Wheat→ Price – *** – – *** –

Price→ Wheat – – *** – – ***
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Ht ¼C’C þ
Xq

A’

iεt�iε
’

t�iAi þ
Xp

B’

jHt�jBj; (4)

i¼1 j¼1

where now C, Ai and Bj are N x N matrices, being C lower triangular. In this model the conditional covariance matrices are positive
definite by construction, which is an attractive property.

Before and after filtering using BEKK-GARCH, Table 3 indicates that there is no relationship between speculation and the commodity
prices. That is, speculation did not cause price variation for most commodities. However, there is one relationship, in the Granger sense,
from speculation to price. Thus, our findings suggest that prices guide speculators (trend followers). This is in line some prior studies
(Guilleminot, Ohana,&Ohana, 2014; Lehecka, 2015). Furthermore, as Table 2 shows, the sold positions of the CITs seem to have caused
price variation for sugar; with filtering, the significance level increases.

With the data filtered using the multivariate BEKK-GARCH model, the use of the Diks and Panchenko (2006)nonlinear test makes it
possible to determine whether the model can describe the relationship among the analyzed commodities. Filtering is applied when there
is a failure to accept the null hypotheses of non-causality of the nonlinear model (S. Bekiros, 2014).
Table 4
Diks and Panchenko nonlinear causality (2006).

DP (2006) BEKK-GARCH Filtered Residuals

Commodities CIT_L CIT_S T CIT_L CIT_S T
Coccoa→ Price – – – – – –

Price→ Coccoa – – – – – –

Cotton→Price – – – – – –

Price→Cotton – – * – – –

Feeder Cattle→ Price *** – ** *** – *
Price→ Feeder Cattle – – *** – – **
Lean Hogs→Price – – * – – –

Price→ Lean Hogs – – ** – – –

Live Cattle→Price ** – – ** – –

Price→ Live Cattle * – ** – – –

Coffee→ Price – – – – – –

Price→ Coffee – – ** – – –

Corn→ Price – – – – – –

Price→Corn – – *** – – –

Soybean→ Price – – – – – –

Price→ Soybean – – – – – –

Sugar→Price ** – – ** – –

Price→ Sugar – – – – – –

Wheat→ Price – * – – – –

Price→ Wheat – – ** – – –

Note: Nonlinear causality DP (2006) Tn statistic. Commodity (X)→ Price (Y) denotes position of CITs, and Granger speculation (T) does not cause price,
or vice versa. *, **, and *** show significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. Bandwidth set at εn ¼ 1 and lag ℓ¼ 1. VAR residuals filtered
using a BEKK-GARCH multivariate specification.
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The test consists of applying the DP model to the stationary series to detect whether there is some nonlinear relationship. Following
this step, the filtered residuals of the VAR-BEKK model are generated to verify whether the nonlinear relationship persists. We set both
bandwidth and lag at 1. According to Bekiros and Diks (2008a), if the bandwidth is defined as having a value greater than (or less than)
1, it will result in a smaller (or larger) p-value.

As Table 4. Diks and Panchenko nonlinear causality (2006) shows, most of the results were inconclusive, and after filtering, the
significance of the relationships diminished. In contrast to these findings, we note that a buy position on the part of the CITs generated
pressure on the price of sugar, feeder cattle, and live cattle, both before and after the filtering. This confirms that statistical significance is
weaker after filtering for all commodities.

Considering our results, the hypothesis that speculators and the index funds caused price hikes may not be accepted in light of our
tests. However, one must exercise caution in admitting the hypotheses that the agents are trend followers given that the nonlinear model
is more precise in capturing relationships over time, and the results show no such relationship after filtering.

6. Conclusion

Using different approaches, we illustrate whether there is any relationship between speculation and the position of the funds in the
prices of ten commodities extracted from the CFTC report. We tested the hypothesis that speculators and index funds were responsible
for the pressure on agricultural commodity prices, both by models that capture the linear relationship and by those seeking to indicate
possible nonlinear relationships.

The results suggest that speculation did not cause changes in agricultural commodity prices. Linear models point precisely in the
opposite direction, that Granger prices cause speculation; that is, speculators seem to be guided by price changes. They buy when the
price increases and sell when the price falls (trend followers). In fact, the nonlinear test was inconclusive, with no consistent relationship
in either direction.

In general, the results indicate that causal relations in both directions are weak. However, caution should be exercised in testing since
the data disclosed may distort relationships. Among these distortions is the fact that the position is disclosed only weekly; that is, within
weeks, there may be important movements that the analysis does not include. In addition, large investment funds may use different
strategies in different markets, and may also operate intraday or take some position without apparent cause and effect, which masks the
pattern of causation. Large traders who operate as hedgersmay take a speculative position. Irwin, Garcia, Good, and Kunda (2009) point
out that hedgers act as speculators with exclusive information in some cases. Another factor to consider is that the period prior to 2006
not disclosed in the SCOT report—which may limit the test.

Therefore, with the data available at this time, it is not possible to prove the effect of speculation on commodity prices, even with
robust methodologies. Although the findings point to no causality, one may not conclude that speculation did not play a role in price
pressure, or vice versa. There is still a gap in the dissemination of data in these markets.

This study highlights findings that are relevant to financial market regulators, traders, and commodity producers. We suggest that
future studies should aim to address the question of whether there was a herd or cascade behavior that caused prices to escalate, and
whether the trigger was any reason besides speculation.
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